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The so-called super-short fission mode, in which a nucleus divides nearly symmetrically into two unusually energetic fragments, competes favorably with the standard asymmetric fission mode for spontaneous fission of a limited number of nuclei near $^{264}$Fm but it quickly fades away at finite excitations. We investigate the energy-dependent competition between those two fission modes for even fermium isotopes from $^{254}$Fm to $^{268}$Fm, using the Metropolis method to simulate the strongly damped fission dynamics being driven by shape- and energy-dependent level densities. The origin of the super-short mode is discussed and its effects on the fragment mass distribution, the total fragment kinetic energy, and the neutron multiplicity are calculated. Generally good agreement with the available data is obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear fission presents a rich variety of challenging theoretical problems in which structure and dynamics are interwoven [1]. A particularly intricate problem has long been posed by the appearance of the so-called super-short fission mode in certain fermium isotopes. In this paper, we map out the domain of this fragile mode with respect to the mass number and the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus.

The lighter fermium isotopes fission by a “standard mode” in which the mass distribution of the fragments is asymmetric and the total fragment kinetic energy (TKE) is fairly low; the associated scission configurations are rather elongated. However, in the neighborhood of $^{264}$Fm the nucleus may also divide nearly symmetrically into fragments that lie close to the doubly magic nucleus $^{132}$Sn. The corresponding scission configurations then consist of two approximately spherical protofragments and they are thus unusually compact (hence the name “super-short” for this mode [2], sometimes called “compact” mode; see, e.g., Ref. [3]); as a result, the fragments experience a stronger Coulomb repulsion and hence acquire higher kinetic energies.

The occurrence of bimodal fission in the fermium region was first noted experimentally 50 years ago [4,5] and the phenomenon has since been explored more thoroughly [6–11].

The super-short mode grows more prominent as $^{264}$Fm is approached and it is expected that it again subsides for still heavier isotopes. Furthermore, for the nuclei in which the mode appears, it quickly loses importance with increasing excitation energy. Thus, the super-short mode is rather delicate and the present work seeks to determine its quantitative importance in fermium isotopes as a function of mass number and excitation energy.

The bimodal fission phenomenon has been studied with a variety of theoretical approaches, most notably static mean-field models [3,12–18], models based on density functional theory [19,20], the time-dependent generator-coordinate method [21], and Langevin transport treatments [22–25]. Generally, these calculations reproduce the presence of the two fission modes (standard and super-short), but the dependence on excitation energy has not been fully explored. For example, the generator coordinate calculations are carried out at zero temperature, while the Langevin treatments have been restricted to above-barrier fission.

In this study, we employ methods developed earlier to study the presence (and cause) of the super-short fission mode in even fermium isotopes and how it evolves with excitation energy and neutron number. In addition to calculating the fragment mass distributions, we extract the associated TKE distributions and calculate the number of neutrons evaporated from the excited fragments, observables that exhibit characteristic mutual correlations.

The model is briefly described in Sec. II, the results are presented in Sec. III, and in Sec. IV we summarize our study.

II. MODEL

The fission process is described as a dissipative evolution of the nuclear shape [26], represented by the 5 degrees of
The pairing gap in this model is surface-area dependent, consisting of a macroscopic energy plus microscopic pairing- and shell-correction energies for the shapes in the 5D energy surface of the liquid drop model (FRLDM) is used to generate the increasing total energy [32].

The effective five-dimensional (5D) potential-energy surface consisting the nucleon numbers being determined by approximately matching the number of protons and neutrons are considered here, with the nucleon numbers being determined by approximately matching the \( Z/N \) ratio of the fissioning nucleus. Scission is reached at \( c_{sc} = 1.5 \text{ fm} \) [29,30] and the system is then replaced by two protofragments whose spheroidal shapes are given by the values of \( e_L \) and \( e_H \) at scission. The available energy is partitioned microcanonically between the fragments based on shape-dependent microscopic level densities [29].

As the protofragments separate and accelerate, their initially distorted shapes relax to their equilibrium forms, which gives a smooth transition of the pairing-correction energy as the nucleus divides into two fragments [33].

For each case considered, \( 10^5 \) fission events are generated by following the Metropolis walks from the initial shape until a scission configuration is reached. As scission is approached, the fragment mass numbers \( A_L \) and \( A_H \) as determined by the asymmetry parameter \( \alpha \), are frozen in when the neck radius has shrunk to \( c_0 = 2.5 \text{ fm} \) [31,32]; only fragments with even numbers of protons and neutrons are considered here, with the nucleon numbers being determined by approximately matching the \( Z/N \) ratio of the fissioning nucleus. Scission is reached at \( c_{sc} = 1.5 \text{ fm} \) [29,30] and the system is then replaced by two protofragments whose spheroidal shapes are given by the values of \( e_L \) and \( e_H \) at scission. The available energy is partitioned microcanonically between the fragments based on shape-dependent microscopic level densities [29].

The ground-state energy is shown by the horizontal line. The shape evolutions start at the isomeric minima (down-pointing arrows). For spontaneous fission, the extra energy \( \Delta E \) is reset typically at the up-pointing arrows.

FIG. 1. The potential energy along the paths for the standard (solid) and the super-short (dashed) fission modes, as function of the overall quadrupole moment \( q_2 \) for \( ^{256}\text{Fm} \) (a), \( ^{258}\text{Fm} \) (b), \( ^{260}\text{Fm} \) (c), and \( ^{262}\text{Fm} \) (d); the two paths are separated by a ridge (red line). The ground-state energy is shown by the horizontal line. The shape evolutions start at the isomeric minima (down-pointing arrows). For spontaneous fission, the extra energy \( \Delta E \) is reset typically at the up-pointing arrows.

For the fermium isotopes under study here, two qualitatively different paths are apparent: “standard” paths leading to very elongated mass-asymmetric scission configurations and paths leading to nearly mass-symmetric scission configurations that are very compact. For \( ^{256-262}\text{Fm} \), Fig. 1 depicts the potential energy along those two fission paths, together with the ridge separating them, as functions of the elongation \( q_2 \). The corresponding curves for \( ^{254}\text{Fm} \) (not shown) are similar to those of \( ^{256}\text{Fm} \). Those for \( ^{264,266,268}\text{Fm} \) (not shown) are all similar to those to \( ^{262}\text{Fm} \). For each isotope, its ground-state energy is marked by the horizontal line and its first barrier peaks at \( q_2 \approx 1.4 \). (Similar results have been obtained on the basis of the constrained Hartree-Fock model [15,19,20].)

For the curves shown in Fig. 1, the angular momentum is set equal to \( I = 0 \), as is appropriate for spontaneous fission of even-even nuclei. For neutron-induced fission at the low energies considered here, angular momenta values from 0 up to about 6 \( \hbar \) will be carried by the nucleus prior to fission. Considering the large moments of inertia of these very heavy nuclei, the energy associated with the angular momentum will be typically less than 100 keV, which is much smaller than the typical shell- and pairing-correction energies. A careful inclusion of the angular momentum of the nucleus prior to fission would then have practically no effect on the present result, as also shown for the fission of \( ^{236}\text{U} \) in Ref. [36].
As is characteristic for the actinides, the fermium isotopes have isomeric minima (at \( q_2 \approx 2.5 \)); these lie only slightly above of the respective ground-state minima. Generally, the nuclear shapes will evolve through the neighborhood of the isomeric minimum so, as we are not concerned with the fission half-lives, the evolutions may be started from there. Only the standard fission path seamlessly connects scission configurations to the isomeric minimum in \(^{254,256}\)Fm, while for \(^{258-260}\)Fm both paths are connected to the isomeric minimum. (A more asymmetric path competes in energy with the standard path but is ignored because it plays only a minor role in the dynamics.) Scission occurs at \( q_2 \approx 13 \) for the standard path but already at \( q_2 \approx 8 \) for the super-short path. The random walks fully utilize all five shape degrees of freedom and may switch from one fission mode to another if energetically allowed.

A special challenge is presented by the presence of classically forbidden regions through which the shape must tunnel at the lowest energies considered. For this problem, we employ a modified Metropolis walk (\( \Delta E \) method) in which the total energy is initially increased by an amount \( \Delta E \) sufficient to overcome the lowest barrier and we then reduce it back to its physical value once it becomes possible. In this way, the diffusive paths divide into two different shape ensembles, one for each fission mode, whose further evolution can then be continued until scission by use of the standard Metropolis method.

As a check, we alternatively estimate the relative probability for entering each of the two valleys by means of a simple WKB treatment of spontaneous fission for each of the isotopes considered. After the tunneling has been completed, the evolution is continued by the standard Metropolis method starting from the shape ensemble obtained by the \( \Delta E \) method at the respective exit values of \( q_2 \).

A detailed investigation of tunneling under a five-dimensional barrier would be too involved for the present study, so we estimate the branching ratio by evaluating the WKB action integrals along the minimum paths through the potential landscape (see Fig. 1), taking the corresponding mass parameters from Ref. \cite{14}.

The two different methods for estimating the branching ratio for spontaneous fission (sf) yield very similar results, except for \(^{258}\)Fm. For that nucleus, WKB favors the super-short mode because the inertial mass is relatively small along the path to the super-short valley, resulting in a branching of \( \approx 75\% \) to the super-short valley and \( \approx 25\% \) to the asymmetric standard valley. However, the \( \Delta E \) method cannot reproduce this feature because it is sensitive only to the potential and so it favors the standard mode by \( \approx 93\% \).

For the two lightest isotopes considered, \(^{254,256}\)Fm, both the WKB calculation and the \( \Delta E \) method lead exclusively to the standard asymmetric valley for sf [a typical starting position in this valley is marked by the blue arrow in Fig. 1(a)]. For \(^{258,260}\)Fm the paths to the two valleys can be identified already from the isomeric minimum. As discussed above, we expect the super-short mode to be favored for \(^{258}\)Fm(sf). For \(^{260}\)Fm the super-short is even more favored because the barrier between the isomeric minimum and the super-short valley is very low, less than 1 MeV, and the branching ratio is practically 100%.

III. RESULTS

We have performed Metropolis random-walk calculations for the even fermium isotopes \(^{254-260}\)Fm at various excitation energies with the above described starting conditions and studied a variety of fission observables. In particular, we have extracted the fragment mass distribution, the TKE distribution, and \( \bar{v} \), the average total number of neutrons evaporated from the fragments.

Figure 2 shows the joint distribution of fragment mass number \( A \) and total kinetic energy TKE for both spontaneous [Fig. 2(a)] and thermal [Fig. 2(b)] fission of \(^{260}\)Fm, \(^{259}\)Fm(\( n_{th}, f \)). At the lower energy [Fig. 2(a)], most events are approximately mass symmetric and have large TKE. These arise primarily from the super-short fission mode, in which the scission configurations are compact, consisting of two nearly spherical tinlike fragments that acquire high kinetic energies. The increase of the energy by 6.13 MeV [Fig. 2(b)] enables the system to access also the standard fission mode, resulting in a very different joint \( A \)-TKE distribution, with many asymmetric events that have significantly lower TKE.

Consequently, the overall TKE distribution for \(^{259}\)Fm(\( n_{th}, f \)) [which can be obtained by projecting the joint distribution shown in Fig. 2(b)] has two distinct components, one centered at TKE \( \approx 190 \) MeV and another centered at TKE \( \approx 228 \) MeV. Furthermore, the distribution of the \( q_2 \) values of the scission configurations is also bimodal, being well described by two separated Gaussians having their peaks at \( q_2 \approx 13 \) and \( q_2 \approx 8 \). The events in the first component (\( q_2 \approx 13 \)) belong to the standard fission mode, whose elongated scission configurations (which typically consist of a prolate light fragment and a slightly oblate heavy fragment) lead to rather low TKE values, while the other component (\( q_2 \approx 8 \)) represents the super-short events which have very compact scission configurations (consisting of two nearly equal and approximately spherical protofragments) that lead to high TKE. Typical scission shapes for the two modes are shown in Fig. 2.
In the dynamical calculations, the two different fission modes can be separated on the basis of the elongation of the scission configuration, $q_2^c$, and the fraction of super-short events, $f^{ss}$, can thus be obtained. For the cases shown in Fig. 2, $f^{ss} \approx 95\%$ and $f^{ss} \approx 20\%$.

In order to ascertain the role played by the super-short mode in fermium, we have extracted $f^{ss}$ for a number of isotopes with an even neutron number $N_0$ and a range of initial excitation energies $E_0^*$. The result is summarized in Fig. 3 in the form of a contour plot of the super-short fraction $f^{ss}(N_0, E_0^*)$.

Figure 3 shows that the super-short mode dominates for spontaneous fission of $^{258-260}$Fm, but the mode is fragile and for $^{258}$Fm it quickly subsides with increasing energy. As $N_0$ approaches 164, the mode grows increasingly more resilient, up to $^{264}$Fm, for which it remains dominant until $E_0^* \approx 8$ MeV. That the super-short mode should be most significant for that isotope is to be expected because symmetric fission leads to two doubly magic $^{132}$Sn fragments. For still heavier isotopes, the mode gradually loses prominence and appears to be insignificant beyond $^{272}$Fm.

The calculated variation in the resilience of the super-short fission mode with increasing energy can be understood from Fig. 1. At low energies, the walks are confined within the super-short valley but with increasing energy it becomes ever easier to cross over the ridge into the asymmetric standard valley, as we discuss in more detail below. Such leakage from the super-short to the standard valley on the way toward scission reduces $f^{ss}$ relative to its value just above the barrier.

The potential energy along the super-short fission path slopes downward relatively gently beyond $q_2 \approx 5$, causing the shape evolution to have a predominantly diffusive character. This offers favorable opportunities for the shape to cross over into the valley associated with the standard mode and once such a transition has been made, the likelihood of returning to the super-short valley is very small, because the slope along the standard fission path is significantly steeper, thus providing a strong driving force toward scission.

Because the energy difference between the super-short valley and the ridge line is small throughout much of the diffusive region, even a small amount of excitation energy may induce transitions to the standard valley. For example, for $^{260}$Fm (Fig. 3) the super-short fraction $f^{ss}$ is shrinking rapidly as the energy is increased, dropping from 95% at $E_0^* = 0$ to 20% at 6 MeV.

The potential energy along the super-short fission path (in the interval $q_2 = 4–6$) decreases with increasing neutron number $N_0$ from 158 to 162 [see Figs. 1(b)–1(d)] and reaches its lowest values for 164. The ridge energy is independent of $N_0$, so transitions from the super-short to the standard path require higher energies with increasing neutron number, with a maximum at 164, thus making the super-short mode in those isotopes correspondingly more prominent.

If the excitation energy is increased substantially, the microscopic effects erode and fission proceeds in a symmetric liquid-drop-like fashion. Shell structure in the fragment nuclei is expected to disappear at temperatures above 1.5 MeV [37], suggesting this change may appear above $E_0^* \approx 40$ MeV. This estimate was confirmed in the full Metropolis calculation.

The presence of the super-short fission mode has a correlated effect on several observables, particularly the fragment mass distribution, the TKE, and the neutron multiplicity. As noted above, the two fission modes lead to very different mass distributions, the standard mode yielding asymmetric mass distributions (peaked at $A_L = 108$ and $A_H = 146$ for $^{254}$Fm), while the super-short mode yields narrow symmetric distributions. Figure 4 shows the primary fragment mass distribution resulting from $^{254-260}$Fm(sf) and $^{254-260}$Fm(nth). The yields for spontaneous fission (left panels) exhibit a sudden change as $N_0$ is increased from 156 to 158. For $^{254,256}$Fm, the standard mode completely dominates, resulting in asymmetric yield distributions, while the super-short dominates for $^{258}$Fm and $^{260}$Fm (with 55% and 95%, respectively), yielding narrow symmetric fragment mass distributions.

At $E_0^* \approx 6$ MeV, corresponding to thermal fission, the transition from the standard to the super-short fission mode occurs at a larger $N_0$, as is shown in Fig. 3. Compared to the results for spontaneous fission of $^{258,260}$Fm, the mass distribution is drastically wider at this energy, at which also the standard mode contributes to the symmetric mass yield.

While the experimental data appear to support the general characteristic features of the calculated results, a few differences may be noted: (1) the peaks of the asymmetric mass splits for $^{254-256}$Fm are wider in the calculation than in the data [Figs. 4(a), 4(d), and 4(e)]; and (2) the measured yields for $^{257}$Fm(nth, $f$) have more events at symmetry than calculated.

The sharp transition from the standard to the super-short mode with increasing $N_0$ also causes a correspondingly rapid change in the TKE distribution. This is illustrated for spontaneous fission in the left panels of Fig. 5: a single low-TKE peak for $^{254,256}$Fm(sf) changes via a bimodal distribution for $^{258}$Fm(sf) to a single high-TKE peak for $^{260}$Fm(sf).
FIG. 4. Primary fragment mass yields for spontaneous and thermal fission for $^{254}\text{Fm}$ [(a), (b)], $^{256}\text{Fm}$ [(c), (d)], $^{258}\text{Fm}$ [(e), (f)], and $^{260}\text{Fm}$ [(g), (h)]. The calculated results are shown by solid red curves; for $^{258}\text{Fm}$ the sf result from the $\Delta E$ method is shown in panel (e) as a blue dashed line. The experimental data for sf are shown in panel (a) for $^{254}\text{Fm}$ [38], in panel (c) for $^{256}\text{Fm}$ [39], and in panel (e) for $^{258}\text{Fm}$ [40] as black squares; data from Ref. [11] are shown in panel (e) as green diamonds. Thermal fission data are shown as black squares in panel (d) for $^{256}\text{Fm}$ [257Fm($n_{\text{th}}, f$)] [41] and in panel (f) for $^{258}\text{Fm}$ [$^{257}\text{Fm}(n_{\text{th}}, f)$] [5]. The mass yields are for the product nuclei.

For $^{258}\text{Fm}$ (sf), the super-short fraction is $f^{ss} = 55\%$ and the two TKE peaks are located at 188 and 236 MeV when the WKB method is employed. The $\Delta E$ method also yields a bimodal distribution but favors the standard mode somewhat and leads to a wider fragment mass distribution and lower TKE values [see Figs. 4(e) and 5(e)].

At $E_0^* \approx 6$ MeV (thermal fission) the standard mode completely dominates for $^{254,256,258}\text{Fm}$ and yields a single low-TKE peak at 188 MeV [Figs. 5(b), 5(d), and 5(f)]. For $^{260}\text{Fm}$, the super-short fraction is $f^{ss} = 20\%$ creating a smaller TKE peak at 230 MeV in addition to the larger peak at 188 MeV.

For the studied eight fermium isotopes, the overall average TKE values, TKE, are shown in Fig. 6(a) for three excitation energies, $E_0^* = 0$ (sf), $E_0^* \approx 6$ MeV (thermal), and $E_0^* = 15$ MeV (with second-chance fission ignored). The transition from the standard mode to the super-short mode appears as a rapid increase in TKE. This trend also appears in the data on $^{259,260}\text{Md}$ (sf).

The result is readily understood from Fig. 3, from which the super-short fraction $f^{ss}$ dependence on $N_0$ can be inferred at the three energies. A sudden increase of $f^{ss}$ causes a corresponding increase in TKE. This occurs at $N_0 = 158$ for spontaneous fission and at $N_0 = 162$ for thermal fission. At the latter energy, the drop in $f^{ss}$ at $N_0 = 166$ appears as a drop in the TKE. For the highest energy, all isotopes are found to fission in the standard mode and TKE remains low.

Decay from the excited fully accelerated fragments carries information about the excitation energy of the fragments. In the present calculations, the microcanonical excitation of each fragment at scission is accounted for by the state density, obtained by summing the level density over all angular momenta $I$, multiplied by the factor $(2I+1)$. The typical magnitude of the angular momentum in each fragment is about 6–8 $\hbar$, generated by the thermal excitation at scission. Such values are qualitatively in agreement with $\gamma$-ray multiplicity data [53,54]. In principle, the angular momenta of the two fragments and their relative orbital angular momenta should be coupled as three quantal angular momentum vectors to yield the small total angular momentum vector of length $I = 0$ to about $6\hbar$ carried by the fissioning nucleus. This is not done in the present calculations. Instead, the average rotational energy of the order of 1–2 MeV in each fragment is subtracted from...
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FIG. 6. TKE (a) and $\bar{\nu}$ (b) for fission of fermium isotopes, vs the neutron number of the initial nucleus. The calculated results for the even isotopes are shown as open blue diamonds for sf, open green squares for thermal fission, and open red circles for $E_0^* = 15$ MeV. The data on TKE are taken from Refs. [4,7,11,38,43–45] for sf (black diamonds) and from Refs. [5,6] for thermal fission (black squares). The $\bar{\nu}$ data are taken from Refs. [40,46–48] for sf and from Ref. [41] for thermal fission. Also shown are data for fission of $^{259,260}$Md(sf) (black stars), taken from Ref. [11] for TKE and from Refs. [49–51] for $\bar{\nu}$. Data points are connected by dashed lines. The solid line in panel (a) shows the Viola systematics for sf [52].

In summary, we have studied the fission properties of fermium isotopes by simulating the diffusive shape evolution and analyzing the resulting scission configurations. We have focused on the appearance and resilience of the super-short fission mode in which the scission configurations are very compact, consisting of two nearly spherical protofragments near $^{132}$Sn, thus leading to high fragment kinetic energies and low neutron multiplicities. We have shown in detail how this mode dominates in spontaneous fission of $^{258–268}$Fm, while it gradually subsides with increasing excitation energy. At energies corresponding to thermal fission only $^{262,264}$Fm are still dominated by the super-short mode and for still higher excitation energies it is absent for all isotopes. The calculated results are generally in good agreement with the currently available, limited experimental data.

IV. SUMMARY
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